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Architectural detail of Paradigm, Phase One on Fairview Street in Midtown
Burlington, Ontario Canada.
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A New Level
of Commitment
to Sustainability
From its very inception, sustainability was designed
into Paradigm.
The three-building first phase of this masterplanned Burlington, Ontario condominium
includes many high-efficiency features that have
been designed to simultaneously reduce the
environmental footprint of the development and
minimizing ongoing costs for its residents.

The Molinaro Group is a family owned and operated, integrated development
firm with a legacy of creating high value projects in Southern Ontario, specifically
in Burlington, Hamilton and the surrounding area. Pictured are (from left) Robert
Molinaro, Executive Vice President, Sam DiSanto, Managing Director and Vince
Molinaro, President.

From its state-of-the-art “white” roof to
energy-saving peripherals, from locally sourced
building materials to overall design innovations,
sustainability is integral to Paradigm’s construction.
Paradigm’s LEED® Silver accreditation comes
as a result of an exhaustive effort by the Molinaro
Group and its consultants, construction trades and
vendors to raise the bar for condominium design
and construction. The three-tower, first phase
of Paradigm, the Molinaro’s Group’s landmark
master planned community in Midtown Burlington,
adds LEED® Silver to a long list of other awards
for distinctive design, branding excellence and
materials innovation.
To achieve LEED® Silver Certification,
Paradigm One scored high on key deliverables
including:
Reduced energy use
Reduced water use
Improved air quality
Innovative design
Optimized storage and collectable of recyclables
While Paradigm’s LEED® Silver certification
is certainly a major accomplishment, for the
Molinaro Group, it’s yet another milestone of
accomplishment in designing and delivering
green buildings.

Developers
Molinaro Group
Architects
Graziani & Corazza
LEED® Consultant:
Phil Fund
SRS Consulting Engineers
Structural Engineers
RJC Engineers
Landscape Architect
Seferian Design Group
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Less Water that
Grows More
		
Incorporating native
and drought-tolerant
plant species and
high-efficiency
irrigation equipment,
Paradigm’s exquisitely
landscaped terraces
require substantially
less municipally
supplied
potable water.

Artist’s rendering of the completed Paradigm Phase one capturing all three towers. Its unique
architecture set in a prime location have created an iconic presence seen from virtually every part
of Burlington and the surrounding area.

Materials and
Mechanical Systems		
Building materials used in the
construction of Paradigm were
regionally sourced and selected to
reduce the environmental impacts of
transportation.
Many of Paradigm’s building
materials were also recyclable,

and were selected to reduce the
environmental impacts of extracting
and processing virgin materials.
Mechanical equipment uses
environmentally friendly refrigerants
that are free of CFC’s and have low
ozone depletion and global
warming potential.

Paradigm Phase One demonstrates that, with intelligent, forward-thinking design and planning,
condominiums can deliver luxurious amenities (pictured above, Paradigm Pool/Spa) and
sustainability to its residents.

All the suites at
Paradigm feature
low-water
consuming fixtures.

All adhesives and sealants, paints
and coatings, and flooring systems
at Paradigm were made with lowemitting materials, reducing Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOC) and other
harmful indoor air contaminants.
The buildings’ highly reflective
“white” roof reduces cooling
requirements during the summer
months, and lessens the heat
island effect typically enhanced by
metropolitan high rises.
			
A “Green” Location and
Lifestyle with Reduced Waste
			
Located within walking distance
to all of life’s necessities including
shopping, transit, and community
activities, Paradigm’s central location
enhances community connectivity.
Paradigm helps to reduce
Greenhouse Gas emissions from
private vehicles by encouraging the
use of public transit and bicycles.
Located steps from the GO Station,
and featuring covered storage
facilities in the underground parkade
for bikes, it’s easy to be green
at Paradigm.
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Paradigm provides residents with the
infrastructure to easily recycle glass,
plastic, metal, paper and cardboard.
Paradigm’s Construction Waste
Management Plan minimizes
waste sent to landfills and redirects
recyclable resources back to the
manufacturing process.
High Efficiency Energy, High
Quality Atmosphere
Fundamental Commissioning of
Paradigm’s energy systems verified
that all equipment is installed and
calibrated correctly, and performs
according to the owner’s project
requirements and
designers’ specifications.

Paradigm’s Four-Pipe Fan Coil
system with individual heating and
cooling control allows the building to
maintain temperatures efficiently.
Paradigm’s use of Variable
Frequency Drives on cooling
equipment reduces building energy
costs, and subsequently residents’
monthly costs.
All suites and common areas feature
energy efficient lighting.
Numerous lighting and thermal
comfort control options are supplied
to Paradigm residents, to stimulate
their comfort, well-being, and
productivity.

All adhesives and sealants, paints
and coatings, and flooring systems at
Paradigm are made with low-emitting
materials, reducing the quantity of
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)
and other harmful indoor
air contaminants.
Innovative Design		
From its visionary design to its
intelligent land use approach,
Paradigm’s is the epitome of
innovation.
The Molinaro’s Group’s vision to
see the essential value of locating
Paradigm steps from a major transit
hub, set in motion of key innovations
that defined the development’s
unique character.
The outdoor amenity spaces on
the north side of the development
are unparalleled settings that offer
both energizing and relaxing lifestyle
opportunities. It was the proximity of
the rail corridor that required a set
back and prompted the Molinaro
Group to envision a better use for
what otherwise would have been the
parking garage’s roof.

Innovative thinking inspired Paradigm’s design to embrace sustainability and liveability. Its lifestyle
and fitness amenity, at the north side of the development, offers both relaxing and invigorating
opportunities to enjoy life in Midtown Burlington.
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A Tradition of Sustainability
While Paradigm Phase One certainly is a landmark
achievement, including’s its LEED® Silver Certification, the
Molinaro Group’s commitment to creating smarter condos
has several previous benchmarks. These include the Strata
condo, where geothermal energy was employed; the Brock rental
building which is LEED certified; and Illumina, which is Ontario’s
first Energy Star certified high rise residential condominium.
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